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ABSTRACT

A hybrid RPA-cluster model Is developed and applied to

the calculation of the dipole response of LI. A strong

collective jtate at 1.81 MeV is found. Its width is predicted to

be » 4.r 3 /. The electromagnetic excitation cross section was

found *.-. # 700 »b for "Ll-^Pb (Ê - 800 MeV/n), clc^e to the

experl;.r A result.
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It is well known that in nuc> with excess neutrons, low

excited dlpoi«. states sight decouple fr;:: Lhe gia.v. dipoie s . ice

while Maintaining their appreciable t rad i t ion streng.:^' . Tr.is

1 spiles a larger electromagnetic dissociation than in .icr-a.1 s' . i i ie

nuclei. Recently, light neutron-rich nuciel with N/Z « 2 . 5 r.ave

been produced as secondary beass and their Interactions with

several targets have been neasured at several energies2'*3'**'. The

measured Interaction cross section has been reassr-abiy accounted

for using Glauber theory with a tp p interaction potential

constructed fro« conventional Hartree-Focit densities and from

nucleon-nucleon scattering observables '. The electromagnetic

dissociation cross section of, say, n Li has been uncer intensive

theoretical scrutiny '.

A possible Model that could account for the measurement

i s the excitation of a soft giant dipoie resonance (SCR) at very

low excitation energies (* 0.5 MeV) followed by Its decay Into
9Li*2n. Whereas cluster »odeIs that nocks \i\i the SCR can accsur.t

for the data, conventional RPA calculi . ion produces very l i t t l e

strength at the required energies, unless a rather unrealistic

value of the binding energy of the ? orbit Í* 0.2 MeV, is

used '. The experimentally known value of the one-neutron

separation energy is about 1 MeV and for such a value of c toe

small 'a cross-section Is obtained (* 0.25 b vs the expertoer.ial

value of 0.9 b). It is worthwhile here to mention that the

separation energy of the 2n-cluster in nLi Is about C.2 MeV. Thus

the modified RPA calculation of rererer.ee 9 with c =0.2 MeV,

mocks-up the pairing interaction betveer. the valence neutrons c/ a

rather subtle correction to the mean field1 0 ' .

A nore natural treatment, within RPA, Is to cr.large the

p-h configuration space to accomodate the dineutron- dlneutron hole

excitations. Thus one ends up treatir/» uLi as composes of three

species of particles: protons, .neutrons and dineutrons ,:i-.e

dlneutron is treated as structureless}.

The purpose of this let ter i s to develop the at>ove hycrid



RPA-cluster aodel for nLl In order to verify the possible

enhanceaent of the lov-lying dlpole strength.

Ue choose the Woods-Saxon potential of Bertscn and

Foxveil"1 with paraaetcrs t!mt result In a p|/a energy of 1-0 HeV.

The cootinuua RPA calculation Is done using the coaplex energy

•ethoc:u'l2>>x31 except for the Inclusion of 2n-2n hole

excitation*. The dineutron potential is chosen such as to produce

the correct dineutron separation energy of c « 0 . 2 MeV. This is

done easily by taking a usual shell-node 1 Woods-Saxon interaction

with an effective nucieon acss of 2M . The single particle

configurations Included in the calculation are shown In table I

with the corresponding energies.

The RPA calculation was then done taking for the residual

interaction a Landau-Mlgcal one (with g*g'*0 and f -1.5). with

R#*3.16 fa and C-447 MeV iV. The B(E1) strength Is found

distributed over excitation energy as shown in Figure I. Besides

the usual CDR at E • 16 MeV, not shown in the figure, we find a

strongly collective state, the "soft" COR, at E « 1.81 MeV. Since

the width of the 2p dineutron single particle state Is found to

be about 4 MeV, we conjecture that our soft COR has a similar

width. The 3(E1) value of the soft «ode is found to be 2.33 f a V

which corresponds to • 85% of the dlpole cluster sun rule14 and 8%

of the usual TKR sua rule. Our findings concerning the soft CDR

are in coapiete accord with the results obtained by Sagawa and

Honaa1 ' using the SUB rule approach.

The cross sections for Coulomb excitation, of electric

dlpole states in the projectile nucleus (which Is by far the

dominant excitation mode in highly energetic Coulomb collisions) is

given by1*1

9 - S n(w) ',.(«) àu (1)
8 w

In this expression



n£«) « I Z* « f§rr« K. - = ¥ tS? - ItY
, T w r •» 2c»

where MK^J Is the Modified Bessei function of zerotii Ifirsii

order, as functions of

wb
€ - =r C3)

with b^ " RT*B„ . equal to th« SUM of th* target, R , BAÚ

projectile. R n . radii, we use RT • 1.2 A^'
3 fa and H^ - 5 f*.

In terms of the electric dipole reduced »airlx eieoents EC El; ul of

the excited nuclets for the excitation energy hw, we can write

v4J

The dB/dihu) values were calculated In the RPA sethod as described

above.

For w * 1, which Is the case for the most rcievax.i part

(hw < 40 KeV) of the RPA response func:lon (see figure 1} c.-.e can

use

For states with energy hw - I MeV one finds that the above expres-

sion. Eq. 5, results in the value 2.95 for "Ll+^Pb collisions.

However, for hi • 20 MeV one obtains the value 0.32. That is,

BCE1, u)- values with low energy (• 1 MeV) are weighted by a factor

9 Uses larger In the Integral (1) than stales with large energies

(* 20 MeV). In conclusion, a saail enhancement of the 31 Eigen-

values at low energies nay Increase the cross section (1]

considerably. Inserting (4) and (5) in (1) we get, with E • hw



dE ÍÍM*1 (6)

which Is a good approximation to deteralne the Couloab excitation

cross sections of UL1 projectiles-Incident with 800 MeV/nucieoa on

a target (2T. A T).

For Cu and Pb targets, with the RPA-response calculated

above, we obtain

130 ab " L ' + C U

682 at>

These values of «• are to be compared to the

experlaentally extracted values of v • 210 ± 40 mb and <r » 830

t 100 ab respectivelly.

The cross-section for uLl*Pb given above is aloost

Identical to the value obtained by Bertsch and Foxwell0' using a

different aodel. The contribution to the cross section of the

excitations at E > 10 MeV is about 65 ab. We also find a strong

linear dependence of r on the width of the resonance. Allowing a

variation of I"*, we obtain for "Li+Pb v • or" [1 • 0.84 t?\ where

v* is the cross-section with f • 0

e

It is interesting to mention at this point that a pure

cluster melei, does generate a large dlpole strength at low

excitation energies. In fact, the expression for dB/dE one obtains

in this case is given by8'

Z
Ifo eVMeVj [7:

which, for the liLi nucleus, with c, :r;e separation energy of the

dineutron, equal to 0.2 MeV, peaks at £ * O.àaTSnd has a



of 1.56 e fa . The dashed-aottea curve in Figure 1 corresponds to

Equation (?). With the above distribui Ion the cross section coaes

out close to our cluster-RPA calculation IT r* Is taken te be 5 HeV.

Finally. It Is worthwhile tc aentlor. that the

experlaental data for the electrunagn*tlc dlssoc.atior. of

800 MeV/nucleon nLl projectiles on Pb are l.?2 : 0.55 b for the

total cross Coulomb section and 0.39 t Q.I b for the 2r.-reo&vaii

channel*1. It is by no means clear to which extern the R?.\

response function Includes other decay channels tesice ine

two-neutron emission. This fact actually «ay set an adalz.ior.ai

difficulty In relating the Coulomb excitation cross section

obtained with the RPA approach and the experlaental two-neutron

reaoval cross sections.
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TARE CAPTIONS

TABLE I: Ta* paraacters of the Uoods-Saxoa well used la the
calculation.

Ü (rl • V fir} • lr V f*(r)
a.» •.» la
fir) - Wi I • exp (Cr -

V
PJ

V
p

V.a
a *

R»

- -40.98

« -59.82

H»V

NeV

» -15.5 MeV fa

0.65 fa

2.78 fa

TECTONSHCUTROIIS PUB/TROW

V - -«.61 H»V

a « 0.6S fa
R - 8.2 fa

TABLE II: Calculated single-part lei* energies ÍMeV] and widths
[MeV] for nevtrens, protons and dl neutron, using the code
TABOO (A.F.R. de Toledo Plza. University of Sio Paulo.

Internal Report, unpublished)

ORBIT HEUTRON PROTON DIKEUTRON

X*l/t -17.74

lp3/a "5'l5

:p -0.S6

ids/2 x.aa - io.i7

2s|/2 S.I - 16.5

-30.5

-14.55

-6.55

-0.34

-0.14 -0.20

2d 13.3 - 16.0 10.C5-12.7
3/Z

2.0 - 12.0



FCUtECAPTOS

Figur* I: Calculated dipolc strength «is-.riJwiloa ir. ilse £ < '.Z :_:.'

region. Solid curve corresponds to the clus'.er n?A K:.:C

lla* das!wd one represents :zc pure ciws.er z&wcl

(Equation 7). See text for cecils.
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